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This is Terri Newlon from Sedona, Arizona, USA. www.TerriNewlon.com
You can also listen to the following message, and all subsequent messages which change every
Thursday. The latest message is available 24/7:
By telephone: 1.918.222.7201, Box 163
Or on your computer: http://www.audioacrobat.com/play/WC4rwp5k
(clear the cache on your computer if you hear an old version)
And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest Spirituality Article:
(Channeling begins)
Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
All right. Well we just finished a class on the lunar eclipse and the clairvoyance brought forth from
that particular event. We are going to continue with a support theme for that. A very brief lesson.
We are going to go into the Third Eye and literally see the Universe sort of flowing toward the Third
Eye. Now those of you, who have watched maybe Star Trek or something, have seen that
Universe coming at warp speed. It sort of looks like that; all the particles of Creation coming
toward and flowing through it.
So coming in through the center of the forehead please, not the brow point. [Use] the exact center
of the forehead or the full third eye, which would be from the top of the nose to the hairline, the
top of the forehead. And let that energy just flow through and it comes out at the base of the
skull. So it comes out at an angle, a little bit of an angle. We want that energy continuing its flow.
While it is in there we want to see that your clairvoyance [is awakened], your ability to see images
that are sent to you. We never go psychic spying or remote viewing. We just want to be able to
register images that come to us, particularly if they are coming from Higher Self or from Mother
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Earth or perhaps from a kindred soul that is, you know, seeking your help or your counsel on the
inner planes.
So let that energy come flowing through the Third Eye and Magenta and Gold, kind of a pale red
violet and a pale metallic gold, mixed together, or fused together, [are] coming through that Third
Eye. Sometimes you might even feel a little bit of pressure in the ears, near the ears, or even in
the jaw which is the energy (how do I say) opening. In other words, any stuck energy is being
opened up and the energy is flowing through. So we are just really working with kind of getting
the cobwebs out of the Third Eye here, so you can go more in depth with clairvoyance.
Now keep in mind that usually clairvoyant images come during meditation, as you are drifting off to
sleep or as you are coming up out of asleep. You are more likely to see images during those
times; however you can train yourself to see them at any time and to see them simultaneously.
You might be reading a book and you get an image, or you might be fixing dinner and you get an
image, or taking a shower and you get an image.
[Clairvoyant images] likely happen more around running water or in a room of the house where
there is more plumbing. It can be the kitchen, or the bathroom. That is where more clairvoyant
images will come; and particularly if water is running. Now you can also sit next to a fountain, or a
stream, or listen to ocean waves and that will also enhance clairvoyance. Particularly if you can
feel that liquid Universe coming through the Third Eye effortlessly and going out the back [of the
Third Eye]. All right. Good.
Now the other image that we want to work with is sort of going inside the Third Eye like a
mechanical object and making a couple of changes there so you are more likely to get cleaner,
clearer images. Or images that you can actually interpret with accuracy rather than wondering
what that was and being confused by it. We want to just kind of polish the third eye, make a
couple of little adjustments there. Good.
That completes the Spirituality Article for this particular week. Thank you and my love to you.
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